Checklist for revised submissions
Your revised manuscript will be subject to a quality check before it is returned to the Editorial Board Member (EBM) for
assessment. This is to ensure that all of the information required by the EBM and peer-reviewers is available, and, should your
manuscript be accepted, it can be published as quickly as possible.
Please review the checklist before resubmitting, as manuscripts that do not comply may be returned for changes before they
are passed to the EBM. Please note that files are not carried over between versions. Additionally, please ensure that all author
information entered both in your manuscript and on our system is accurate.
Should you have any questions regarding this checklist, please contact us at scirep.admin@nature.com

Submission Files
Item

Permissible file format

Notes

Response to
reviewers’
comments
Cover letter
Article File

.doc, .docx, .pdf

Must adhere to journal guidelines. Will be seen by the peerreviewers and the EBM. Must be uploaded as a single ‘Response
to Referees Letter’ file.
Will be seen by the EBM but not the peer-reviewers
Will be seen by the peer-reviewers and the EBM

Main Figure
File(s)
Main Table(s)
Supplementary
Information

.jpg, .eps, .tiff, .psd, .png,
.pdf
Do not upload separately
.txt, .gif, .html, .doc, .jpg,
.swf, .mov, .xlsx, .pdf,
.ppt, .wav, .csv, .zip

.doc, .docx, .pdf
.doc, .docx, .tex,

Must be uploaded separately and must not contain titles (e.g.
‘Fig 1’) or legends. Separate figures must consist of a single page
Must be included in the Article File in an editable format
Must be included separately from the article file, preferably as a
single file. Supplementary datasets should be provided as
separate .xlsx files and uploaded as ‘Supplementary Dataset’
files.

Article File

Completed
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

Completed

TITLE
Exactly matches the title entered on the submission system and in any supplementary information

☐

AUTHORS
A maximum of three corresponding author(s) are identified using an asterisk
Email address(es) of corresponding author(s) should be provided on the title page
All author (corresponding and contributing) details are included on the submission system as well as in the Article
File
Affiliations are provided and linked to authors with superscript numbers
The individual contribution of each author is specified in the author contributions statement
For papers with consortia as part of the authorship, please include the consortium name as a main author in the
author list on the title page. Please provide a full list of authors within the consortium at the end of your Article
file, after the references, providing affiliations marked by superscript numbers as per the main author list. The
consortium name should also be entered as an author on the submission system, together with the contact
details of a nominated consortia representative.

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

ABSTRACT
Exactly matches the abstract entered on the submission system
Does not contain citations
Does not include subheadings or inline subheadings (i.e. not a structured abstract)

☐
☐
☐

MAIN TEXT
No abbreviation list: abbreviations are defined at first use
Article File is provided as a Word or LaTeX document in single column format

☐
☐

Equations are numbered and included in an editable format
No footnotes
Tracked changes must not be used in the main Article File. If you wish to highlight any changes made in your
Article File, please do so with the highlighter tool or by changing the colour of the font. Please do not highlight
changes in the text by italicising, underlining, using strikethrough or making the font bold. You may upload a
version containing tracked changes as a ‘Related Manuscript’ file, as long as a clean version of the main Article
File is also provided

☐
☐

☐

METHODS
Included in main Article File and contain sufficient detail to repeat experiments
For experiments involving live vertebrates and/or higher invertebrates, the Methods section must include a
statement that both: (i) identifies the institutional and/or licensing committee that approved the experiments,
including any relevant details; and (ii) confirms that all experiments were performed in accordance with relevant
named guidelines and regulations
For experiments involving human subjects (or tissue samples) the Methods section must include a statement
that: (i) identifies the institutional and/or licensing committee that approved the experiments, including any
relevant details; (ii) confirms that all experiments were performed in accordance with relevant named guidelines
and regulations; and (iii) confirms that informed consent was obtained from all participants and/or their legal
guardians
Please note that: (i) study participant names (and other personally identifiable information) must be removed
from all text/figures/tables/images; (ii) the use of coloured bars/shapes or blurring to obscure the eyes/facial
region of study participants is not an acceptable means of anonymisation. For manuscripts that include
information or images that could lead to identification of a study participant, the Methods section must include a
statement that confirms informed consent was obtained to publish the information/image(s) in an online openaccess publication.
Scientific Reports will not consider manuscripts describing research that involves organs/tissues procured from
prisoners. Authors of manuscripts describing human transplantation research must include a statement in their
manuscript attesting that no organs/tissues were procured from prisoners. Authors must also name all
institution(s)/clinic(s)/department(s) via which organs/tissues were procured

☐
☐

☐

☐

☐

AUTHOR CONTRIBUTIONS STATEMENT
Author contributions statement , specifying the individual contribution of each author, is provided. This should be
included after the references, and every author’s contribution must be listed

☐

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Competing interests statement is provided in the Article File under the heading “Additional Information”, and
matches the information entered on the submission system. Competing financial and non-financial interests
should be disclosed

☐

LEGENDS
A legend is provided for each main table and main figure in the Article file. These should be placed at the end of
the manuscript, after the references
Only legends for main display items should be included in the Article File; legends for supplementary figures and
tables should be included in the Supplementary Information file

☐
☐

REFERENCES
In a numbered list and all in-line citations should be matched back to a reference via numbering within square
brackets
Each number refers only to one paper/citation
Only papers that have been published or accepted by a named publication or recognised preprint server should
be in the numbered list, preprints of accepted papers should be submitted as a ‘Related Manuscript’ file
No notes are included in the list
DOI should be used, not PII
Please use the following reference format for printed journals: Schott, D. H., Collins, R. N. & Bretscher, A.
Secretory vesicle transport velocity in living cells depends on the myosin V lever arm length. J. Cell Biol. 156, 35–
39 (2002).
Please use the following reference format for online-only journals: Bellin, D. L. et al. Electrochemical camera chip
for simultaneous imaging of multiple metabolites in biofilms. Nat. Commun. 7, 10535; 10.1038/ncomms10535
(2016).
Website references should include a date (year) of access; for example, Smith, J. A study of gills.
www.fishgills.com (2013).

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐

Please use the following reference format for books: Author surname, Author initial. Chapter Title, edition.
[Editor surname, Editor initial. (ed.)] Title of book. Chapter number, page range. (Publisher, year of publication).
The chapter title, edition, and editor(s) should only be included if appropriate
Software references can be included in the reference list; for example, R Core Team (2013). R: A language and
environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. URL
http://www.R-project.org/
Published patents can be included in the format; "Myers K, Nguyen C, inventors; 3F Therapeutics, Inc., assignee.
Prosthetic heart valve. United States patent US 6,911,043. 2005 Jun 28."
PhD theses can be included in the format; "Author name, Title, PhD thesis, University (Date)".
For conferences referenced, please include “Author of Paper, Title of paper. Paper presented at Title of
Conference: Subtitle of Conference, Location. Place of publication: Publisher. (Or DOI, if available)(Year, Month
date)"
BibTeX (.bib) bibliography files cannot be accepted. LaTeX submissions must either contain all references within
the manuscript .tex file itself, or (for authors using the Overleaf template) can include the .bbl file generated
during the compilation process as a LaTex supplementary file

☐

☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

Display Items
MAIN FIGURES
Schemes, graphical abstracts and boxes are not permitted and must be labelled/numbered as either a figure or
table as appropriate. As an online journal we are unable to accept any ‘Cover’ images or table of contents figures
Please ensure you have read our digital image integrity and standards policy
Mentioned at least once in the main text in the order in which they are numbered
Each complete figure is uploaded as a separate file (i.e. one figure file for Fig 1, one file for Fig 2, etc.) consisting
of a single page. Multi-part/panel figures must be prepared and arranged as a single figure file (including all subparts; a, b, c, etc.). Please do not upload each panel individually
No labels (e.g. ‘Figure 1’) or legends are included in figure image files. However, for multi-panel figures, labels for
panels of the figure such as ‘(a)’ or ‘(b)’ are encouraged
Authors are responsible for ensuring that they have permission to re-use previously-published content under a
CC-BY open access license
Gel and blot images are presented in compliance with our digital image and integrity polices. Where cropped
gels/blots are displayed, this should be noted in the figure legend; full-length/uncropped gels and blots should be
included in a Supplementary Information file
Photographs/drawings: if these were created by a contributing author please state so. Otherwise, provide proof
of permission for re-use and cite appropriately
Recognisable people: written permission to publish must be provided from any recognisable person appearing in
a figure or video. If the person is a study participant we do not need to be provided with the written permission,
but a statement must be included in the Methods section to confirm that informed consent was obtained for the
open-access publication of identifying information and images. For images involving study participants, please
see guidance in Methods section of checklist

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

MAIN TABLES
Main tables are provided in the Article File, and not as separate files, in an editable format (not embedded as an
image in the document)
Main tables are numbered using whole numbers, not letters, and must not have separate parts
Main Tables should not contain colour-shaded cells or images and should not be over 5 pages long.

☐
☐
☐

Supplementary Information
Multiple pieces of supplementary information can be combined and supplied as a single file, or supplied
separately (e.g. supplementary videos, spreadsheets [.csv or .xlsx] or data files)
Supplementary material is uploaded separately, and not included in the Article File. Supplementary legends must
only be provided in the Supplementary Information file
Supplementary files are labelled with the full article title and full author list
Please note that Supplementary Information will be published as provided, without modification or typesetting;
therefore, please do not use highlighting in the Supplementary Information. If you wish to indicate changes
made, please upload a separate version as a ‘Related Manuscript’ file, labelled ‘SI with changes marked’

☐
☐
☐
☐

